Abstract. We propose a variation of online paging in two-level memory systems where pages in the fast cache get modified and therefore have to be explicitly written back to the slow memory upon evictions. For increased performance, up to α arbitrary pages can be moved from the cache to the slow memory within a single joint eviction, whereas fetching pages from the slow memory is still performed on a one-by-one basis. The main objective in this new α-paging scenario is to bound the number of evictions. After providing experimental evidence that α-paging can improve the performance of flash-memory devices in the context of translation layers we turn to the theoretical connections between α-paging and standard paging. We give lower bounds for deterministic and randomized α-paging algorithms. For deterministic algorithms, we show that an adaptation of LRU is strongly competitive, while for the randomized case we show that by adapting the classical Mark algorithm we get an algorithm with a competitive ratio larger than the lower bound by a multiplicative factor of approximately 1.7.
Introduction
In recent years flash memory is becoming increasingly popular as a viable storage support, especially for mobile computing. Flash memory devices are lighter, more shock-resistant, and consume less power than traditional hard-disks. For these reasons, flash memory is an appealing solution for end-user storage, partly even replacing traditional hard-disks. Motivated by the fact that, unlike traditional hard-disks, flash memory achieves the best performance when writes are done in blocks of size larger than the read block sizes [1] , in this paper we consider paging algorithms for these devices. The key difference to traditional paging is that when a page fault occurs and the memory is full, instead of evicting only one page, up to α pages can be jointly evicted before the new page is loaded, for some fixed parameter α ≥ 1. The goal is to minimize the number of evictions.
Flash memory. Flash memory consists of an array of memory cells, divided into a number of blocks of α consecutive pages, where each page is a group of consecutive memory cells. Reading and writing are done on a page basis, but overwriting single pages is usually not possible. Instead, overwriting is done by erasing a whole block and then writing the new data. Since each block can sustain only a limited number of erase operations, typical flash memory devices include a wear-leveling mechanism that ensures an even usage of the blocks in time.
Because erase operations are slow, in applications that modify (i.e., overwrite) pages on disk in an unstructured way hardly any performance gain is obtained when replacing hard-disks by flash memory. Frequently, this problem can be resolved using an additional intermediate software-layer, i.e. different than the wear-leveling mechanism, that bundles up to α write requests (pages) and writes them jointly to new consecutive locations, thus exploiting the improved performance when writing in larger blocks. To subsequently find the respective data under their new locations on the flash-device, an internal-memory translation-table for page locations has to be maintained, too. Also, occasionally device space needs to be reclaimed by compressing blocks with respect to outdated pages. Such software translation-layers can be found both in algorithmic research (e.g. [1] ) and commercial products (e.g. EasyCo's Managed Flash Technology [2] ). Instead of actually transferring data blocks back and forth between main memory and flash device it is even more efficient to buffer as many blocks as possible in internal-memory. This is classically done using paging algorithms. Motivated by the asymmetry between reads and writes in flash devices, we adapt classical paging by having evictions done in groups of up to α pages.
Most other previous algorithmic works for flash memory focused on memory management and wear-leveling, i.e. another block re-mapping within the flash device to avoid a premature block wear-out, and flash-tailored file-systems (see e.g. [3] for an overview). Typically the software translation-layer with its writepage bundling has a positive effect with respect to efficiency. Recently, thorough benchmarks for flash memories were conducted [4, 5] , and based on their findings computational models exploiting the characteristics of these devices were proposed [1] . Other works use flash memory for model checking [6] , route planning on mobile devices [7, 8] , or on flash-aware R-trees and dictionaries [9] [10] [11] .
Paging algorithms. Online algorithms are not provided with the input in advance and therefore must serve input requests as they arrive. To measure the efficiency of such algorithms, Sleator and Tarjan [12] considered comparing their cost against the cost of an optimal offline algorithm, i.e. an algorithm that knows the input sequence in advance and processes it optimally. The resulting measure, denoted later competitive ratio [13] , states that an online algorithm A is c-competitive if A(σ) ≤ c · OP T (σ) + b for any input sequence σ, where b is a constant, and A(σ) and OP T (σ) are the costs of A and an optimal offline algorithm respectively (if A is randomized, A(σ) is the expected cost of A).
Over the last decades, paging has been extensively studied in a variety of settings. In classical paging, we are provided with a two-level memory, a fast memory that can hold up to k pages and a disk that can store infinitely many pages. Given as input a sequence of pages, an algorithm must decide which pages to store in the memory so that it incurs as few page faults as possible, where a page fault occurs when some page does not reside in the memory when requested. In [12] it was proved that the competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithm is at least k, and that popular algorithms such as FIFO and LRU match this bound. Fiat et al. [14] proved a competitive ratio of at least H k for any randomized paging algorithm, where
1/i is the k-th harmonic number. They gave an algorithm, denoted Mark, which is (2H k −1)-competitive. This bound was further improved in [15] , where a H k -competitive algorithm was proposed. More recently, Achlioptas et al. [16] gave another H k -competitive algorithm which is more practical. For a detailed view on paging algorithms, we refer the interested reader to comprehensive surveys [17, 18] .
Our results. We propose α-paging as an adaptation of classical paging to improve the practical behavior of flash memory devices in the context of software translation layers like EasyCo's Managed Flash Technology. It is similar to classical paging, except that arbitrary sets of up to α pages are jointly evicted. Since in practice writes are typically more expensive than reads, we count the number of such joint evictions instead of page faults. More specifically, we are provided with a fast memory that can hold k pages and a slow memory which can hold infinitely many pages. The input consists of a sequence σ of pages to be served by the algorithm. For some request of page p, if it is not in the memory we say that a page fault occurs. Evicting pages from the fast to the slow memory is done in groups of at most α arbitrary pages. Therefore, each eviction increases the amount of free slots in the memory by up to α. As previously specified, the cost of the algorithm is given by the number of evictions performed. More generally, at any step, jointly evicting x pages costs ⌈x/α⌉.
We show that in our model it is easy to adapt classical paging algorithms, such as the optimal offline MIN [19] , LRU, and Mark [14] . However, due to the fact that up to α pages are jointly evicted instead of only one, competitive ratios achieved by these algorithms are different and their analysis becomes significantly more involved. We prove lower bounds on the competitive ratio for randomized and deterministic online algorithms. In particular, the competitive ratios of deterministic and randomized algorithms cannot be smaller than k/α and (H k+α−1 − H α−1 )/(H 2α−1 − H α−1 ) respectiviely, which are generalizations of the respective lower bounds for α = 1. We show that, like in classical paging, our adaptation of LRU matches the deterministic lower bound. For our randomized version of Mark we prove that it achieves a competitive ratio of ((H k − H 2α−1 )/(H 3α−1 − H 2α−1 )) + 3. For large enough values of k and α this bound is by a factor of about 1.7 larger than the lower bound, whereas the classical Mark has a competitive ratio twice the lower bound.
α-paging
We first give empirical results motivating α-paging, then we discuss generic properties of α-paging algorithms as generalizations of classical paging algorithms.
Motivation.
We conduct experiments to demonstrate the practical relevance of writing in large blocks of data. We perform random writes in a very large array (about 1.5 the size of the memory) in two different settings. In the first one we write the modified page immediately, whereas in the second one we employ a translation layer, as in [1] , which groups modified pages and writes them on the disk as a large block. This way, any pages can be grouped together in neighboring physical locations on the flash disk, regardless of the addresses from where they were loaded in memory. We measure the running time when varying the amount of random writes. Data is read in blocks of sizes 128KB and 4KB respectively, and written back to the flash disk in blocks of size 4MB when buffered. We note that for the disk used the best performance is achieved when the block size for reading is 128KB, and writing in blocks of 4MB also yields good performance. The results of our experiments are shown in Figure 1 . We note that in both cases writing large buffers, corresponding to evicting many pages at once, achieves significantly better performance than when writing data non-buffered. The improvements in running times are of about 250% and 1800% when the read-block size is 128KB and 4KB respectively. This confirms that evicting large blocks, i.e. groups of pages, yields significant performance improvements.
α-paging and classical paging. We note that α-paging is a generalization of classical paging. Every paging algorithm in the classical model is a valid α-paging algorithm and vice versa, by performing identical page replacements in both models. We denote by A α (σ) the cost of some algorithm A when processing the request sequence σ in the α-paging model (note that α = 1 corresponds to classical paging). Since an eviction in the α-model corresponds to at most α evictions in the classical model, we have that
. This inequality also holds for the cost of the optimal offline algorithm denoted by OP T α (σ), which adapts its decisions to the value of α. Given a c-competitive online algorithm A in the α-model for fixed α ≥ 1, we obtain that A has a competitive ratio of at most α · c in the classical model:
Lemma 1. If c is a lower bound on the competitive ratio in classical paging then c/α is a lower bound on the competitive ratio in α-paging.
We observe that, similarly to the case of classical paging, we can restrict ourselves to lazy algorithms. We call an α-paging algorithm lazy, if it performs an eviction only when the memory is full, and a page fault occurs; in this case it evicts at most α pages. Lemma 2 can be proved using a step-by-step modification of a general algorithm into a lazy one [20] .
Lemma 2. For any α-paging algorithm A, a lazy algorithm B exists such that
for every input sequence σ.
Lower bounds
Recall that, for the competitive ratio of online paging algorithms, lower bounds of k and H k were given in the deterministic [12] and randomized [14] settings, respectively. We generalize these bounds for α-paging algorithms. For deterministic α-paging, the result in Corollary 1 follows immediately from Lemma 1.
Corollary 1. Every deterministic online algorithm for α-paging has a competitive ratio of at least k/α.
For randomized α-paging, using the result in Lemma 1 yields a lower bound of H k /α. In Lemma 3 this bound is significantly improved.
Lemma 3. Every randomized online α-paging algorithm has a competitive ratio of at least (H
Proof. Let c r be the claimed lower bound. By Yao's minimax principle for cost minimization problems [18] , it suffices to prove that there exists a set of request sequences and a probability distribution over these inputs, such that the expected cost of any deterministic online algorithm is at least c r times more than the expected cost of an optimal offline algorithm.
Consider input sequences that first request pages (1, . . . , k + 1) followed by n requests to pages in {1, . . . , k + α}, drawn uniformly at random. For such inputs we prove [20] that the expected number of requests between two evictions is (k +α)(H 2α−1 −H α−1 ) and (k +α)(H k+α−1 −H α−1 ) for any deterministic online algorithm and for optimal offline algorithms respectively. The proof follows.
Deterministic α-paging
In this section we discuss deterministic α-paging algorithms. We give in Lemma 4 a lower bound on the number of evictions done by any offline algorithm.
Lemma 4.
Consider an arbitrary input sequence σ that we split into intervals I 0 , . . . , I l , so that I j contains k pairwise distinct pages and is maximal with respect to this property, for all j = 0, . . . , l − 1. Then any offline algorithm performs at least l evictions.
Proof. Let A be an algorithm and I j1 , . . . , I jn be all intervals where A performs no eviction. We first prove that for each pair (I ji , I ji+1 ) there exists an interval I x ′ , with j i < x ′ < j i+1 , such that A performs at least two evictions while processing I x ′ . Assume that there exists some pair (I ji , I ji+1 ), such that each interval I x performs one eviction, for all x, with j i < x < j i+1 . Since I ji does no eviction, after its processing the memory is full and contains all pages requested in I ji . If some interval I x starts with a full memory containing all pages in I x−1 , then the first page in I x triggers an eviction, since by definition it is not requested in I x−1 . If there occurs no other eviction in I x , after processing I x the memory is full and contains all pages requested in I x , since I x contains k pairwise distinct pages. Therefore, if all I x , with j i < x < j i+1 , perform only one eviction, then the first request in I ji+1 causes an eviction, which is a contradiction. Therefore, between two intervals where A performs no evictions there exists one interval where it performs at least two evictions and this concludes the proof.
We propose an adaptation of the optimal offline algorithm MIN [19] from the classical paging, that we denote α-MIN, and prove that it achieves optimality also in α-paging. Upon a page request that is not in the memory, the MIN algorithm evicts the page whose first request occurs furthest away in the future. Similarly, upon a page fault when the memory is full, α-MIN evicts the α pages whose first requests occur furthest away in the future.
Lemma 5. The α-MIN algorithm is optimal for α-paging.
Due to space limitations, the proof of Lemma 5 is included in [20] . Like in the classic case, we modify an optimal algorithm step by step to eventually obtain α-MIN. Similarly to MIN, we adapt the classical LRU to the α-paging setting and obtain α-LRU which, when the memory is full and the requested page is not in memory, evicts the α least recently requested pages from the memory. We show that this algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of k/α, which is optimal.
Lemma 6. α-LRU is k/α-competitive.
Proof. We split the input sequence into consecutive intervals (I 0 , . . . , I l ), each of them being maximal in requesting k pairwise distinct pages, except for I l . We first prove that for each I j , with 1 ≤ j < l, α-LRU performs at most k/α evictions. The first k − α pairwise distinct page requests do not evict any page previously requested in I j , since there exist α pages requested less recently. These k − α pages cause at most k/α − 1 evictions. If the remaining α pairwise distinct pages cause an eviction, then the memory contains only pages requested in I j after this eviction, and thus no further eviction is possible in I j . We conclude that while processing I j α-LRU performs at most k/α evictions. Since by Lemma 4 any optimal offline algorithm performs amortized one eviction for I j , we conclude that α-LRU is k/α-competitive.
Randomized α-paging
We introduce an adaptation of the classical Mark algorithm, denoted α-Mark. Similarly to Mark, α-Mark keeps track of an interval splitting where each interval consists of exactly k pairwise distinct page requests. Additionally, α-Mark assigns priorities to pages, and pages are evicted based on these priorities. α-Mark. Each page p is marked upon request. Assume that p causes a page fault, and the memory is full, containing x unmarked pages. If x ≥ 1, then α-Mark evicts the subset of min{x, α} unmarked pages with lowest priorities. In case x = 0, all pages get unmarked and are assigned k pairwise different priorities uniformly at random before choosing the pages to be evicted.
The analysis is based on interval splitting, where an interval ends just before all pages get unmarked. The key difference in analyzing the performance of Mark and α-Mark in such an interval is that the probability that some page p causes a page fault is determined solely by the input for classical Mark, whereas in the case of α-Mark it depends also on the random decisions before the request of p. Additionally, page faults can increase and decrease the probability of future page faults in an interval, such that an important simplifying assumption about the structure of the intervals (see Lemma 7) is not obvious like for classical Mark. We prove this assumption by using priorities instead of choosing a set of unmarked pages uniformly at random to be evicted.
Intervals. Suppose that the algorithm splits the input into the consecutive intervals I 1 , · · · , I l , each containing k pairwise distinct pages, maximal with respect to this property. We call the pages requested in I j but not in I j−1 new pages and denote their number by n j . Pages requested in I j−1 are called old pages. In I j exactly o j = k − n j old pages are requested. When I j starts, the memory contains all old pages, all of them are unmarked and have distinct priorities. Proof. The first claim follows immediately, since a second request of a page changes neither the number of evictions nor the state of the algorithm. To prove the second assumption we fix the priorities assigned to old pages at the beginning of each interval and obtain a deterministic algorithm D. It can be shown that D maximizes its cost if all new pages are requested before the old pages in I j [20] .
Expected cost of α-Mark. For some input σ, we bound the expected number of evictions done by α-Mark in an interval I j , (j ≥ 1).
Lemma 8.
Consider an interval I j , j ≥ 1, in which n j new pages are requested, and let m j = ⌈n j /α⌉. The expected number of evictions done by α-Mark in I j is at most
.
